Britannia Garment Packaging rolls out
global cloud ERP with iomart support
“We wanted a hosting provider that was local to our headquarters but would also work with us in a
strategic partnership.”

iomart case study

iomart provides cloud and managed hosting for
Britannia Garment Packaging

Industry

Manufacturing

Objective

A local hosting partner to support roll-out of global
ERP system

Benefits

• Secure data centre environment
• Midlands location
• 24/7 support
• Efficient backups

Britannia Garment Packaging is a trusted supplier of
labelling and packaging solutions to the global garment
industry, including some of the industry’s biggest
retailers and most famous brands.
Headquartered in Leicester in the UK, the business has
a worldwide network of production facilities spanning
eight countries.
Britannia has a strong heritage and a focus on
innovation and ethical production methods. Its
production tracking systems ensure customers retain
control of their supply chains and know exactly how
their labels are sourced. It was the first global packaging
company to be certified by the Soil Association for its
compliance with the Global Organic Textile Standard.
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Britannia originally turned to iomart when it was
looking for a hosting partner to support the roll-out of
a new global ERP and CRM system for ordering across
the whole of its supply chain - its UK headquarters as
well as its subsidiary offshore partners and production
locations around the world in India, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Hong Kong and more recently China.
The ERP system used is Microsoft Dynamics NAV and
Britannia wanted it to be off-premise in the cloud to
avoid any single point of failure. iomart’s N+1 data
centre in Leicester provided the right environment
with its 24 hour security, 24 hour network monitoring,
dual power feeds and cross connections to a number
of Tier 1 carriers.
Neil Greenhalgh, Group Operations Director for
Britannia Garment Packaging, says, “We wanted a
hosting provider who was local to our headquarters but
would also work with us in a strategic partnership. iomart
showed it could listen to our requirements and respond
quickly with a flexible solution.”
More recently Britannia has moved to further automate
the ordering system using XM Pie software. This allows
orders to be processed more efficiently and directed to
the right departments or production partners around
the globe. The software sits on a VMware platform
using a combination of 2012R2 and 2008R2 Windows
servers in iomart’s Leicester data centre.

Neil continues, “We have a good relationship with iomart.
Anything we need doing that we can’t do ourselves we just
log in to the control portal, submit a ticket and iomart
takes care of it within the parameters of the contract.”
The global nature of Britannia’s business means that
order and production information is generated from
eight geographic locations back and forth to the
company headquarters in Leicester. Almost 2 TB of
data is backed up centrally by iomart using a Network
Attached Storage (NAS) device with efficient nightly
backups. In production locations where Internet
connections are patchy, such as Bangladesh, a local
QNAP device is used to transmit the data back to
Leicester.
Britannia has grown and evolved over the years and
as a result it has a lot of legacy IT systems. Neil and his
team have written an interface to create a middle way
for the new cloud systems they are using which allows
Britannia’s legacy systems to talk to each other.
“We’re a global company,” explains Neil, “so we can’t
afford to be reliant on local internet connections. If we
lose orders we lose income.” Cloud is definitely the way
ahead for Britannia he says. “We will definitely use more
cloud services as time goes on.”
To find out more about Britannia Garment Packaging
visit www.britanniapackaging.com

It was felt that the software would be more stable
in the cloud because of the fragility of the Internet
connections in some of the countries where production
takes place. iomart provides some management
around the cloud systems.
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